
Drama Year 7 Home Learning- Mask- Part 1 

Lesson 1: 55 minutes 

Learning Objective:  To be understand the techniques of clocking and breaking the fourth wall. 

Success Criteria:  Watch the videos and complete the tasks.   

Mask Technique 
Video link:  

https://www.vamostheatre.co.uk/media/mask-techniques-1-clocking 

• Complete the tasks at the end of the video and below. 
o What is Ryan writing and who to? 
o Devise a short scene using a diary, a pen and clocking this can be done without a mask) 

Clocking is when an actor looks straight at the audience giving them a chance to understand what the 
character is thinking. In unmasked performance this is called Breaking the Fourth Wall. 

Watch the video entitled Mask Techniques #1: Clocking and then try the following tasks: 

For each time the character in the video ‘clocks’ the audience, describe the moment and explain what you 
think he is communicating to the audience. Complete this in a table format as shown in the example 
below: 

Describe and Explain 
Description of ‘Clocking Moment’ Communication to Audience 
The first time the character ‘clocks’ the 
audience after he has begun writing on the 
paper—just before he scribbles words out. 
 

That he is confused about what he is 
writing and that he needs to start again. He 
is uncertain about what he wants to say in 
his writing. Maybe a little frustrated with 
himself. 
 

 

 
The Three BIG ONES – describe, evaluate, analyse 
Think back to a performance that you have made in class, if you have been in a school production, or in a 
production with a drama company, or a group outside of school. Then do the following: 

Write a brief description of the performance you were in. (Describe) 

Give one example of what you think was good about the performance and one example of what you think 
could have been improved. (Evaluate) 

Choose two moments from your performance when you think you might have been able to use the 
technique of ‘clocking’ or ‘breaking the fourth wall’, and for each one say what this would have 
communicated to the audience. (Analyse) 

 

 

https://www.vamostheatre.co.uk/media/mask-techniques-1-clocking


Monologue and Clocking (unmasked drama) 
Monologue is a speech presented by a single character—the technique of clocking is 

invaluable as it gives the single character someone to communicate to directly—the audience! 

Write a monologue where someone is trying to write a diary entry about an event in their life which they 
find difficult to write (or talk) about. Then put a number (1, 2, 3 etc) at any point in the monologue where 
you think the performer could ‘clock’ the audience by breaking the fourth wall. See example below: 

“I dream lots. They are often about becoming a millionaire. (1) They are sometimes about being Mr World 
with enormous muscles and lots of money (2) But then I………….” 

Now list the points at which you said they could ‘clock’ the audience and explain what each ‘clocking’ 
would communicate. See example below: 

(1) I would look directly at the audience, sigh loudly, tilt my head to one side and give a facial expression 
which looked content and happy. It would communicate to the audience that I was dreaming of what it 
would be like to be a millionaire. 

  



Lesson 2: 55 minutes 

Learning Objective:  To be able to create an internal monologue for a mask character. 
Success Criteria:   
Watch the video and complete the tasks.  
Create an internal monologue and duologue. 
 

 Internal Monologue 
1. Watch how an actor creates a mask character using an internal monologue. 

Video link:   

https://www.vamostheatre.co.uk/media/mask-techniques-2-internal-monologue 

A mask performer ‘speaks’ to an audience through their use of physicality - gesture, movement, body language, 
stance, and proxemics. They never speak out loud but the audience must still understand the ‘dialogue’ they 
are communicating. They speak the ‘lines’ silently to themselves, which means that even though they don’t 
speak in performance, a script is still written when devising the performance.  
 
Internal Monologue – The Script  
Write a monologue (a speech spoken by a single character on stage) using the title ‘Looking Good’. It should be 
about a young person getting ready to go out for a special evening with friends and wanting to look their best.  
 
When you have written your monologue, try performing it. You will not have an audience at this stage but 
that’s fine - this is the development of ideas rather than final performance.  
 
Now, try performing it again except this time only ‘speak’ the words in your own head— so that to an audience 
it would look like you were performing without words.  
 
You have just been through the process of writing and performing an internal monologue.  
 
Internal Dialogue – The Script  
Now go through the same process again, except this time, write a duologue, a scene performed between two 
characters on stage.  
 
Use the title ‘Coming Together’. It should be about two friends who meet for the first time in years and have to 
get to know each other all over again. (But perhaps this doesn’t prove as easy as they would like it to be!)  
 
Work with a friend and try performing your duologue speaking the words out loud.  
Now try performing it with one of the characters only using the script as internal lines, not speaking them out 
loud.  
 
Now try performing it with both of the characters using the script as internal lines, neither speaking them out 
loud.  
 
Here’s an idea 
Get together with a friend or friends on FaceTime/Skype or any other way you connect and perform your 
internal monologue to each other. Give each other feedback and see if you want to change or develop 
anything in your writing.  

https://www.vamostheatre.co.uk/media/mask-techniques-2-internal-monologue

